Phylogeny, niche conservatism and the latitudinal diversity gradient in mammals
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Biologists have long searched for mechanisms responsible for the increase in species richness with decreasing latitude. The strong correlation between species richness and climate is frequently interpreted as reflecting a causal link via processes linked to energy or evolutionary rates. Here, we investigate how the aggregation of clades, as dictated by phylogeny, can give rise to significant climate–richness gradients without gradients in diversification or environmental carrying capacity. The relationship between climate and species richness varies considerably between clades, regions and time periods in a global-scale phylogenetically informed analysis of all terrestrial mammal species. Many young clades show negative richness–temperature slopes (more species at cooler temperatures), with the ages of these clades coinciding with the expansion of temperate climate zones in the late Eocene. In carnivores, we find steeply positive richness–temperature slopes in clades with restricted distributions and tropical origins (e.g. cat clade), whereas widespread, temperate clades exhibit shallow, negative slopes (e.g. dog–bear clade). We show that the slope of the global climate–richness gradient in mammals is driven by aggregating Chiroptera (bats) with their Eutherian sister group. Our findings indicate that the evolutionary history should be accounted for as part of any search for causal links between environment and species richness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Explaining regional variation in the distribution of species richness has challenged ecologists and evolutionary biologists for almost 200 years (Hawkins 2001). For most major groups of animals and plants, species richness tends to be higher at lower latitudes (Hillebrand 2004), a pattern that has sparked a long-standing search for mechanistic explanations linking climate and richness. This search has yielded a steady accumulation of competing hypotheses (Rahbek & Graves 2001) and little consensus. Within species-rich groups, taxonomic richness typically correlates most strongly with measures of environmental energy and productivity (Currie et al. 2004). Ecological explanations for the climate–richness relationship (CRR) frequently focus on abiotic and biotic factors that enable species coexistence (Willig et al. 2003)—increasing environmental carrying capacity in tropical climates (i.e. where environmental carrying capacity reflects limitations on local species richness owing to resource availability). Evolutionary (including temporal) explanations have focused on either variation in rates of diversification or the amount of time available for speciation within a region (Mittelbach et al. 2007). Here, we question whether environmental limits to either coexistence or diversification rates are necessary to explain climate–richness correlations and the
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latitudinal gradient in species richness. We suggest that radiation of clades in different environments could explain the observed CRR in many higher taxa. First, we explore the phylogenetic pattern in species’ environmental niche attributes across the tree-of-life for mammals and its implications for global patterns in species richness. Second, we evaluate whether phylogenetic conservatism in range location and/or environmental tolerances can account for the observed relationships between environment and species richness within higher clades.

Species’ ranges may be constrained by both environmental (climatic) tolerances and non-climatic barriers to dispersal (e.g. mountain ranges and oceans). In the former case, species might disperse to a new habitat but fail to become established, whereas in the latter case species might never have the opportunity to reach the new habitat even though they have the attributes needed to persist there. We refer to the tendency for lineages to maintain similar environmental limits to their range extents over time as phylogenetic niche conservatism (PNC; Peterson et al. 1999; Wiens 2004). Several studies have found patterns of phylogenetic community structure along richness gradients consistent with niche conservatism. For example, less diverse temperate communities might be more phylogenetically derived, suggesting recent dispersal to temperate habitats (e.g. Stevens 2006). CRRs have been shown to vary among plant species that belong to higher taxa of different climatic origins (Harrison & Grace 2007; Ackerly 2009) and between basal and derived groups of birds (Hawkins et al. 2007)—suggesting a strong influence of the evolutionary history on diversity patterns. Further, Wiens et al. (2006, 2009) showed that the latitudinal diversity gradient in frogs is related to their longer time in the tropics and more recent dispersal to temperate habitats, suggesting conservatism in environmental tolerances was driving global richness patterns.

We explore the influence of PNC on richness gradients via four scenarios (figure 1). (A) Latitudinal gradients in carrying capacity and/or diversification rates: we would then expect consistent, positive temperature—richness slopes independent of clade identity or origin. (B) Strict PNC (niche conservatism in the absence of variation in diversification rates or carrying capacity): within each clade, the number of species will be highest within environments most closely resembling the clade's ancestral niche because of longer times for speciation and evolutionary constraints to range shifts (Wiens & Donoghue 2004; Donoghue 2008). Differences in CRR slopes would reflect the different climatic origins of clades assuming either that rates of niche evolution are slow relative to diversification or that niche shifts occur only rarely. For example, for two sister clades in which one originated in tropical environments and the other in temperate environments, we predict a positive (more species in tropics) slope for the clade with a tropical origin and a negative slope (fewer species in tropics) for the clade with a temperate origin. If the number of species in both clades is equal, the aggregated parent clade might not demonstrate any strong latitudinal gradient. (C) PNC with escape (variable niche conservatism in the absence of variation in diversification rates or carrying capacity): significant CRR slopes might emerge for higher clades even in the absence of gradients in environmental carrying capacity or diversification rate if the strength of PNC differs between daughter clades. Novel adaptations facilitating niche shifts, and persistence and diversification in new ecological zones (Ricklefs 2006), allow escape from PNC and might alter the slope of the CRR for the radiating clade (Diniz-Filho et al. 2007). Specifically, we predict that clades for which PNC is strong would tend to have steeper CRR slopes. This may be the case for tropical species, which tend to have narrow thermal tolerances (suggested by smaller elevational ranges; Ghalambor et al. 2006; McCain 2009). (D) PNC with stochastic variation in diversification rates: a significant CRR for the parent clade might also result from aggregating daughter clades differing in species richness, but, in contrast to scenario A, aggregate slopes may be positive or negative with equal probability because the differences in diversification rates are not related to the environment. We have here presented each scenario as independent; however, it should be recognized that they are not mutually exclusive; for example, strong niche conservatism in tropical clades does not exclude the possibility of faster tropical diversification or higher tropical carrying capacity.

We evaluate the influence of PNC on the CRR by contrasting slopes of the climate—richness gradient across nested (subset) mammal clades. While richness gradients in different taxonomic groups have been contrasted previously (Currie 1991; Kaufman 1995; Kaufman & Willig 1998; Stevens 2004), the recent species-level phylogeny with branch lengths (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007)

Figure 1. We explore the influence of PNC on diversity gradients via four scenarios for a clade with a temperate origin (solid grey line), a sister clade with a tropical origin (dashed grey line) and the parent clade (solid black line). If latitudinal gradients in carrying capacity or diversification gradients are governing the diversity gradient, we expect consistent, positive slopes (a). Under PNC, if the number of species in both clades is equal, the aggregated parent clade might not demonstrate any strong latitudinal gradient (b). A strong CRR for the parent clade may result from aggregating clades if the CRR slopes of daughter clades differ in steepness (c) or species richness (d). While we show scenarios corresponding to more species in the tropics, stronger conservatism and species richness may also occur in temperate areas, reversing the slope for the parent clade in (c) and (d).
and distribution data (Grenyer et al. 2006) available for mammals provides an opportunity to evaluate the importance of phylogenetic history in shaping global richness gradients. Specifically, we assess whether CRR slopes for more inclusive (parent) clades simply reflect the CRR slopes of the nested (daughter) clades within them (e.g. scenario A), or whether they are an emergent property resulting from aggregating daughter clades with different slopes and/or number of species (e.g. scenarios B–D). Our approach of clad aggregation can be viewed as the reciprocal of the ‘deconstruction’ or ‘disaggregation’ of diversity patterns advocated by Huston (1994) and Marquet et al. (2004), with an explicit phylogenetic focus. We explore the CRR across all nested clades of terrestrial mammals for two key environmental variables: mean annual temperature and actual evaporation (AET). Although AET and temperature are strongly correlated, we might still expect clad-specific CRR slopes to be different between these two variables. Low temperatures can potentially constrain the geographical range limits of mammal species owing to limits on physiological function and the increased energy required for thermoregulation in cold environments (McNab 2002). AET, closely associated with plant productivity, reflects water-temperature balance and is a strong predictor of mammal richness (Currie 1991).

If PNC is important in generating significant CRRs, we predict that the diverse geographical origins of major mammalian lineages (Kemp 2005) will result in variable slopes (positive and negative) among nested clades (scenarios B–D versus scenario A). If PNC retains the ecological niches corresponding to different geographical origins, we predict that slopes will be steeper than corresponding slopes for randomly distributed species and expect few strongly negative slopes for clades older than the expansion of temperate habitats in the late Eocene because the climatic origin for most clades prior to then will be tropical (Janis 1993). In addition, we might expect a positive aggregate richness gradient if niche differences arose early and either tropical niches tend to be more conserved (scenario C) or a greater number of species happened to radiate from clades with more tropical origins (scenario D). These two scenarios are difficult to resolve except by comparing aggregate slopes for sister clades with equal richness.

We use the sister-clade comparison between Feliformia and Caniformia as an illustration of our approach. These two well-resolved clades share similar net diversification rates of terrestrial lineages, but different regions of occupancy and origin (as inferred from the fossil record—data that are only available for a few other clades), and therefore provide a useful test case. Feliformia (cats and cat-like carnivores; 111 species; Wilson & Reeder 1993) are thought to have initially radiated from South Central Asia (Collier & O’Brien 1985) and remain a predominantly tropical group. Caniformia (dogs and dog-like carnivores; 160 species, of which 126 are terrestrial; Wilson & Reeder 1993) diversified extensively outside of the tropics (Hunt 1996) and contain many species that are widespread in temperate areas (including foxes, skunks and raccoons), reflecting more labile environmental tolerances. Because Feliformia and Caniformia represent sister clades with similar terrestrial species richness, variation in their CRRs cannot therefore be explained by a simple relationship between climate and diversification (scenario A), nor can the aggregate slope be explained by differences in species numbers (scenario D). If PNC is important (scenarios B–C) in driving richness gradients within these two clades, we would predict that (i) positive (more species in tropics) slopes will predominate for the Feliformia clade owing to its tropical origin, whereas negative slopes will predominate for the Caniformia clade owing to its temperate origin (scenario B); and (ii) the Feliformia clade will have steeper slopes because its distribution is more tightly restricted, as reflected in narrower geographical limits, than the Caniformia clade, resulting in an overall positive CRR for the parent clade (scenario C).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Species distribution data were obtained from the database of mammalian geographical range maps collated by Sechrest (2003) and modified as described in Grenyer et al. (2006). Current distributions may be truncated owing to factors such as human land use, but the global gradient in mammal species richness appears little affected, and we do not believe this truncation should influence our broad-scale analysis. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) layers for mean annual temperature (dataset A03; http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/ecosys/ged_toc.shtml) and AET (dataset GNV183; http://www.grid.unep.ch/data/) were derived from remote-sensing data at a resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°. Estimates of phylogenetic relationships and divergence times were obtained from Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007). This phylogeny is currently the most taxonomically comprehensive, with sampling 99 per cent complete at the species level (4510 mammal species out of 4554 recognized globally; Wilson & Reeder 1993), and best summarizes our current understanding of mammalian evolutionary relationships, although many relationships remain poorly resolved (46.7% resolved compared with a fully bifurcating tree). For unresolved nodes, we aggregate all directly descending daughter clades. We believe our methods and randomization procedures to be insensitive to tree resolution; however, it remains possible that there might be important signal within unresolved clades that we are unable to detect.

We calculate richness patterns across equal area (110 × 110 km) grid cells, approximately 1° at the equator. For each nested mammal clade, we extract species richness, mean annual temperature and AET across all occupied cells to derive the linear ordinary least squares regression slope of the relationship between temperature and richness. We use a linear rather than curvilinear regression to facilitate interpretation of the climate–richness slope. To evaluate potential for bias, we checked whether curvilinear regressions provided a substantially better fit to the data by comparing relative change in \( r^2 \) for all mammals, including a quadratic term for the environmental variable does not alter the \( r^2 \)-value and does not substantially change the linear coefficient. The quadratic term is only marginally significant \( (p < 0.03) \) compared with the strong significance of the linear term \( (p < 1 \times 10^{-15}) \). Considering that autocorrelation will disturb the type I error, we find little support for inclusion of a quadratic term. Adding a quadratic term increases the \( r^2 \)-value by less than 1 per cent for the major radiations of rodents and bats. Although it provides
a significant improvement in the $r^2$-value for the weak CRRs of the Caniformia clade, the Feliformia clade fits a linear model equally well. We use current species distributions to estimate the minimum value of annual temperature and AET across the species’ ranges within each clade as a proxy for their environmental tolerances.

We first examined variability in environmental limits and slope of the CRR among clades. We tested for phylogenetic signal in species distributions with a simple randomization procedure, which swapped the identity (and associated attributes, including location) of terminal taxa across the phylogenetic tree (i.e. randomizing species membership of clades). We compared the observed CRR slopes with the slopes from 1000 randomizations using a Wilcoxon sign-rank test. If the distributions of species within a clade were unconstrained, such that any species could become established in any environment, each clade would have a richness gradient similar to the overall global pattern (scenario A), differing only in the number of species, contrasting with expectations of PNC (scenarios B–D). To evaluate sensitivity of our results to the particular choice of environmental variable, we repeated each analysis, first with temperature and then with AET as the key environmental niche axis.

Second, we examined the changing slope of the CRR as nested clades with different evolutionary histories are aggregated by plotting CRR slope against clade age and species richness. We then used the morphological disparity metric (MDI) of Harmon et al. (2003) to characterize the relative variance in the minimum annual mean temperature across a species’ range within versus between clades over the evolutionary history of a radiation. Although the minimum temperature observed within a species range does not actually evolve along the branches of the phylogeny, the physiological tolerances and general location in space of a species can presumably be inherited from its ancestors. Hence, environmental range attributes are predicted to exhibit phylogenetic signal if niche conservatism is widespread. The MDI metric is derived from the standardized mean pair-wise distance between species and therefore does not necessitate the reconstruction of ancestral states. Values of MDI near 0 indicate that most of the variation is partitioned between clades, whereas values near 1 indicate that most variation is among species within clades. Because at the limits MDI must be 1 at the root and 0 at the tips, we compared observed MDI to expectations under a Brownian motion model of trait evolution (Garland et al. 1993; Harmon et al. 2003). In a scenario in which lineages shifted into novel environments early in the phylogeny and descendant species maintain conserved ancestral traits (niche conservatism), most variation in minimum temperature would be between clades (observed MDI less than or equal to null). In contrast, in a scenario in which niche conservatism is weak, we would expect more variation in minimum temperature to be captured among species within clades (observed MDI greater than or equal to null).

Last, we compared the strength of PNC in minimum annual temperature (see above) between two focal clades of Carnivora. We use two alternative metrics to quantify PNC. The first is Bloomberg’s $K$, which indicates the amount of phylogenetic signal in the tip data relative to the expectation ($K = 1$) for a trait that evolved by Brownian motion along the specified topology and branch lengths (Blomberg et al. 2003). Higher $K$-values indicate that close relatives are more similar in their traits. For each clade, significance was assessed by comparing the variance of independent contrasts for 1000 randomized (tip-swapped) trees to the observed trees (Blomberg et al. 2003; implemented by phylosignal in R package picante). The second metric is Pagel’s (1999) $\lambda$, which ranges between 0 (phylogenetic independence) and 1 (species traits covary in direct proportion to their shared evolutionary history). We evaluated whether $\lambda$ differed significantly between Caniformia and Feliformia by likelihood ratio (LR) as $-2\log(A)$, assuming a $\chi^2$ distribution and comparing the fit of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of $\lambda$ so that, for example, the ML estimate of $\lambda$ for Caniformia was evaluated against the fit of the ML estimate of $\lambda$ from Feliformia. We restrict our analysis to clade topologies derived from the mammal supertree because this taxonomy matches the range data, and global diversity patterns have previously been explored using this dataset (e.g. Grenyer et al. 2006; Davies et al. 2008). Mammal taxonomy and phylogeny are in a state of flux and are likely to be so for many years. However, it is unlikely that alternative phylogenetic topologies would qualitatively alter our results.

3. RESULTS

(a) All mammals

At odds with the apparent ubiquity of the latitudinal gradient in species richness and predictions from scenario A, we show that CRR slopes vary considerably between clades, with the majority of clades having near-zero slopes (figure 2). Across nodes, we find that the observed distribution of slopes includes more strongly positive and negative slopes than expected by chance (Wilcoxon sign-rank test, $p < 0.004$). Our randomizations demonstrate

Figure 2. The slope of the temperature–richness relationship for clades as a function of (a) clade age and (b) species richness. Bat nodes are depicted in red, nodes without bats are depicted in blue and their ancestral nodes are depicted in purple. Ancestry is depicted with lines. In (b), the green lines indicate the central 95 per cent of 1000 tip-swapped randomizations. The figures essentially show the mammal phylogenetic tree on its side with the ancestral clade depicted at the right (as the oldest clade with the most species) and the branches depicted on a y-axis (temperature–richness slope). The lineage lines link clades on the left that are a subset of the clades on the right.
that negative temperature–richness gradients would be extremely rare if there were no phylogenetic constraints to species climatic distributions (figure 2b). The age of the oldest clades with strongly negative slopes (figure 2a) is approximately coincident with the expansion of temperate habitats in the late Eocene (Janis 1993). Our results suggest that the global diversity gradient for mammals cannot be explained solely by latitudinal gradients in carrying capacity or diversification rates (scenario A).

To explore how the aggregate richness gradient emerges, we first characterize the phylogenetic distribution of niche differences using Harmon et al.’s (2003) MDI metric (figure 3). We show that most variation in thermal distribution (minimum mean annual temperature recorded across a species’s geographical range) is between clades towards the root of the tree, consistent with early niche divergence and phylogenetic conservatism. Towards the tips of the tree, most variation is among species within clades (high relative disparity). Towards the root, most variation in thermal environment is between mammal clades (low relative disparity).

null expectations from our randomizations. These trends support a model of early divergence and subsequent phylogenetic conservatism of ecological niches that has been relaxed within more recent time periods.

Our results provide strong evidence for PNC and suggest that one explanation for the predominance of positive CRR slopes among higher clades (greater than 50 Ma old) might reflect an increase in the origination rate of tropical nested clades within the warm Eocene period (consistent with scenario B). We assume here that clades that originated during times when the geographical expanse of the tropics was large are more likely to have tropical ancestry. However, stronger tropical conservatism (scenario C) and/or faster tropical diversification (scenario D) might additionally shape the aggregate CRR.

(b) Carnivora
The CRR slopes for clades within Carnivora are variable, with many negative slopes, also consistent with the influence of strict PNC (scenario B). As predicted by their estimated regions of origin, the predominantly tropical Feliformia clade exhibits predominantly positive CRR slopes, whereas the predominantly temperate Caniformia clade exhibits many negative slopes (figure 4). As predicted by scenario C (PNC with stronger tropical conservatism), Feliformia exhibit greater phylogenetic conservation of their thermal niche \( K = 0.46, \rho < 0.001; \lambda = 0.15, \rho < 10^{-15} \) for the clade, \( \rho < 10^{-15} \) from the LR test with \( \lambda \) from Caniformia) than the more widespread Caniformia \( K = 0.11, \rho = 0.1; \lambda = 10^{-8}, \rho = 1 \) for the clade, \( \rho < 10^{-15} \) from the LR test with \( \lambda \) from Feliformia). Accordingly, Feliformia clades exhibit steeper slopes, with the strongest positive CRR in clades with a stem age around 40 Ma, coinciding with the Eocene thermal maximum. Although the CRR slopes for Feliformia appear to exhibit greater variation than those for Caniformia, Feliformia clades with negative slopes contain few species (e.g. the clade with most negative slope contains only three species). In contrast, Caniformia exhibits shallow, often negative CRR slopes, even within species-rich clades. Critically, aggregating
the largely temperate Caniformia with the more geographically restricted and tropical Feliformia clade generates an overall strongly positive aggregate CRR slope, although all but one nested subclade demonstrate shallower CRR slopes, and the aggregate slope for Caniformia is negative. Because these sister clades have similar species richness, variation in diversification rates (scenario D) cannot explain the aggregate slope; rather, we suggest PNC with escape (scenario C) in the Caniformia clade best explains the observed CRR for Carnivora.

(c) Bats

Our analysis illustrates the importance of bats (which account for approximately a quarter of all mammal species) in shaping the global richness gradient (figure 5). The global temperature–richness slope for all species excluding bats is shallow (slope = CI = 0.07 ± 0.003, p < 10−15, r² = 0.15) and the CRR slope for non-bat clades never exceeds 0.1. The equivalent gradient for bats is more than four times as steep at 0.32 (p < 10−15, r² = 0.32), and the aggregate richness gradient for all terrestrial mammals is 0.18 (slope + CI = 0.18 ± 0.01, p < 10−15, r² = 0.21). Bats represent a highly successful radiation, providing some support for faster diversification (scenario D), although, depending upon tree resolution, diversification rates for the clade might not be unusual (Helgen 2003). We also find significant tropical conservatism for bats (K = 0.17, p < 0.001; λ = 0.07, p < 10−15), consistent with their strong influence on the overall gradient (scenario C). The bat richness gradients contrast with those of the other major mammalian group—the predominantly temperate and widespread Rodentia (Kemp 2005), representing 44 per cent of mammals. Rodents have many nodes with near-zero slopes, as well as several nodes with the most negative slopes of any mammalian clade (figure S2 in the electronic supplementary material). Our examination of the AET–richness relationship confirms that the global CRR emerges from aggregating clades with disparate slopes and is largely driven by the New World bat clades, which demonstrate strongly positive slopes (figure S3 in the electronic supplementary material), strong niche conservatism and perhaps rapid diversification.

4. DISCUSSION

We show that the relationship between climate and species richness varies considerably between clades, regions and time periods. A large body of work has sought to derive mechanistic links between climate and richness from the correlations between species richness and various environmental variables (Willig et al. 2003). Differences in CRRs between regions and between taxa have been interpreted as reflecting differences in ecological mechanisms driving richness patterns (reviewed in Hawkins et al. 2003). We suggest that, in contrast to more traditional explanations, this variability is expected under a scenario in which environmental niches are evolutionarily conserved and clades differ in their geographical and climatic origins. In addition, our analyses support contentions that global climate–richness gradients can emerge in the absence of gradients in diversification or environmental carrying capacity (see Wiens & Donoghue 2004). While our findings do not preclude a causal link between climate and richness, they suggest that the evolutionary origins and lability of clades should be considered when interpreting correlative patterns.

Gradients in energy or evolutionary rates are predicted to produce positive slopes across clades via their effect on environmental carrying capacity or diversification. However, we find that many clades show negative slopes (i.e. higher richness in cooler climates). In addition, we show that broad environmental tolerances of clades were determined early in the radiation of mammals (greater than 80 Ma). The Eocene warming may have increased the proportion of new clades with tropical origins because of the expansion of the tropical biome, enhancing the overall trend for positive CRRs globally. With temperatures cooling following the Eocene thermal maximum (approx. 50 Ma), we start to see an increasing frequency of clades with negative temperature–richness slopes. Within more recent time periods (less than 40 Ma), clade richness gradients differ little from null expectations, perhaps reflecting the geographical radiation of species within the broad environmental niches defined by their higher clade membership.

Positive slopes can emerge from the aggregation of nested clades with disparate slopes. Aggregate slopes will be influenced by variation in species richness between daughter clades and in the environments they occupy, as well as strength of PNC. Nonetheless, steep slopes were observed across clades varying in both species richness and environmental range limits.
Critically, even aggregating clades with negative climate–richness gradients can generate an overall positive gradient if the more tropical clade has greater species richness or a more restricted distribution. Our results are consistent with PNC plus periodic niche shifts over the evolutionary history of mammals. Differences in phylogenetic constraints, because of either differences in dispersal limitations or the evolutionary lability of environmental tolerances, may be reflected in the steepness of CRR slopes among clades, while occasional niche shifts might reverse their direction. The evolutionary history of the Feliformia and Caniformia clades of carnivores highlights the influence of phylogenetic constraints and clade origins on the shape of the CRR. The overall positive climate–richness gradient for Carnivora emerges from aggregating the steep and positive CRR slope for Feliformia with the shallow negative CRR slope for Caniformia. Further, we show that the aggregate global richness gradient for all mammals is also shaped by differences in phylogenetic constraints among constituent clades and, in particular, the tropical conservatism of the New World bats (see figure S3 in the electronic supplementary material; see also Fleming 1973; Kaufman & Willig 1998; Stevens 2004, 2006).

The species-rich noctilionoid clade diversified extensively in the Neotropics by the end of early Oligocene (approx. 30 Ma; Simmons 2005). A close link between temperature and energetic costs for bats (Stevens 2006; McCain 2009) may account for their largely tropical distribution and, as a consequence, the steep climate–richness gradient for the clade. As species shifted to novel diets (e.g. nectar and fruit feeding in the New World leaf-nosed bats, Phyllostomidae), their metabolic rates probably increased, allowing more precise thermoregulation but making a shift to temperate regions energetically prohibitive (McNab 1982; Stevens 2006). It appears that few bat lineages were able to overcome the energetic constraints on moving beyond the tropics, resulting in the climate–richness gradient observed today. However, Vespertilionidae (54 Ma), which radiated in temperate North America following several distinct dispersal events (Stevens 2004), represent an excellent example of the occurrence of occasional niche shifts. These bats exhibit reproductive and physiological adaptations to temperate environments (Stevens 2004) and provide an exception to the strong positive latitudinal gradients observed more generally among New World bat families.

Our results emphasize the importance of employing appropriate phylogenetic models when interpreting ecological patterns. The use and abuse of null models in community ecology was the subject of heated debate in the 1980s (Harvey 1996; Webb et al. 2002). However, methods for incorporating phylogenetic information into predictive models of species richness and distribution are only just emerging (e.g. Rangel & Diniz-Filho 2005; Rangel et al. 2007; Frecchleton & Jetz 2009; Wiens et al. 2009). We suggest such approaches will provide new insights into the mechanisms and drivers of current biodiversity gradients.
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